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ABSTRACT
The reliability measures in today’s disk drive-based storage
systems focus predominantly on protecting against complete
disk failures. Previous disk reliability studies have analyzed
empirical data in an attempt to better understand and pre-
dict disk failure rates. Yet, very little is known about the
incidence of latent sector errors i.e., errors that go unde-
tected until the corresponding disk sectors are accessed.

Our study analyzes data collected from production stor-
age systems over 32 months across 1.53 million disks (both
nearline and enterprise class). We analyze factors that im-
pact latent sector errors, observe trends, and explore their
implications on the design of reliability mechanisms in stor-
age systems. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study of such large scale – our sample size is at least an
order of magnitude larger than previously published studies
– and the first one to focus specifically on latent sector er-
rors and their implications on the design and reliability of
storage systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Reliability, availability
and serviceability

General Terms
Measurement, Reliability

Keywords
Latent sector errors, disk drive reliability, MTTDL

1. INTRODUCTION
Hard disk drives are the primary storage media both in

enterprise environments and in personal computers. Like
other hardware components, understanding the nature of
their failures is essential for building more reliable and highly
available storage systems. Previous studies have focused on
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complete disk failures in order to estimate their expected
life [6, 7, 12, 17, 19, 20]. However, factors other than com-
plete disk failures influence the reliability of data, often ex-
pressed as the mean time to data loss (MTTDL).

Most storage systems today make certain disk drive reli-
ability assumptions and build redundancy mechanisms such
as RAID [5, 11] to compensate for complete disk failures.
However, the inability to either temporarily or permanently
access data from certain sectors can also affect the MTTDL.
Such incidents are often referred to as latent sector errors
because the disk drive does not report any error until the
particular sector is accessed. Such errors can usually be re-
paired by rewriting the data to a spare sector without having
to replace the entire disk drive.

The impact of latent sector errors on the MTTDL in
RAID systems is well known. Hafner et al. pointed out
that a single latent sector error can lead to data loss during
RAID group reconstruction after a disk failure [8]. Similarly,
Baker et al. developed new RAID equations that account for
latent sector errors when calculating the MTTDL [4]. How-
ever, very little data is publicly available that quantifies the
incidence rate of latent sector errors in deployed systems.

The collection and analysis of such data can help us in-
fluence how systems are built. For example, understanding
how latent sector errors are spatially clustered on a disk
can determine the placement of important file system meta-
data structures like its superblock or metadata logs [14, 21].
Similarly, understanding the incidence of latent sector errors
can aid in choosing the most effective execution schedule of
proactive reading and data verification, called disk scrub-
bing [18]. An overly aggressive rate of such background op-
erations may negatively impact performance [3], while a low
rate may adversely affect MTTDL.

To address the described gap in storage systems design,
we collected and analyzed error logs from production sys-
tems that use both enterprise class and nearline (commod-
ity) disks. Typically, mission- or business-critical appli-
cations use systems configured with enterprise class disks,
while nearline disks are deployed in cost-efficient, archival,
or backup storage systems. The collected data covers a pe-
riod of 32 months and includes about 1.53 million disks from
over 50,000 systems deployed in the field at various customer
sites. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of
such large scale – our disk sample size is at least an order
of magnitude larger than any previously published studies
– and the first one to focus specifically on latent sector er-
rors and their implications on the design and reliability of
storage systems.



1. A total of 3.45% of 1.53 million disks developed latent sector errors over a period of 32 months.
2. Enterprise class disks are less likely to develop latent sector errors than nearline disks. Surprisingly, enterprise class

disks with at least one error are as likely to develop additional errors as nearline disks with at least one error.
3. The fraction of disks affected by latent sector errors increases linearly with time for enterprise class disks and super-

linearly for nearline disks.
4. For most disk models, the ASER (annual sector error rate) increases between the first and second year of disk use.

This increase is very sharp for nearline disks.
5. The fraction of disks affected by latent sector errors increases as disk capacity increases.
6. For most disk models, more than 80% of disks with latent sector errors have fewer than 50 errors.
7. Latent sector errors are not independent of each other. A disk with latent sector errors is more likely to develop

further errors than a disk without a latent sector error.
8. Latent sector errors exhibit a significant amount of spatial and temporal locality.
9. Disk scrubbing is very useful for proactively detecting latent sector errors. More than 60% of these errors are

discovered through scrubbing.
10. Enterprise class disks show a high degree of correlation between recovered errors and latent sector errors.
11. Nearline disks show a high degree of correlation between not-ready-condition errors and latent sector errors.

Table 1: Overall Observations. This table summarizes the important observations of our study.

This paper examines latent sector errors from a variety of
angles. First, we examine latent sector errors for dependence
on two factors: disk age and disk size. Second, we examine
three characteristics of latent sector errors: the number of
errors per disk, for disks with at least one error, spatial lo-
cality of errors, and the temporal behavior of errors. Third,
we examine the types of requests that encounter latent sec-
tor errors. Finally, we examine correlations between latent
sector errors and two other errors: recovered errors and not-
ready-condition errors. Our most important observations
are summarized in Table 1.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We give
some background on the causes of disk errors (Section 2)
and describe our storage system architecture (Section 3).
Section 4 describes the methodology used to analyze our
field data. Section 5 discusses our results in detail while
Section 6 presents trends and lessons from our data. Sec-
tion 7 discusses previous work and Section 8 concludes.

2. BACKGROUND
We now present a brief background on disk technology

and the types and causes of latent sector errors in order to
establish the appropriate context within which to interpret
our observations.

2.1 Disk Drives
Disk drives are composed of a variety of complex mechan-

ical and electrical components where the reliability of each
component contributes to the reliability of the device. They
store information on platters coated with a magnetic mate-
rial, called magnetic media. Disks typically have multiple
platters, where each platter usually has two surfaces, each
accessed by a dedicated read/write head. A single surface is
divided into tens of thousands of concentric circular tracks
and each track is subdivided into sectors, the smallest ad-
dressable unit of data access, usually 512 bytes in size. Each
sector is protected by error correcting codes (ECC).

The disk interface abstracts the disk as a linear array of
equal sized blocks each identified by a logical block number
(LBN). Internally, the disk reserves a small portion of sectors
called spares, which are not initially mapped to a particular
LBN. The disk firmware can map a spare sector to the LBNs

of failed sectors. Today’s disk drives allocate a few thousand
spare sectors for re-mapping.

2.2 Disk Errors
Disk access errors can occur due to various reasons. Shah

and Elerath describe the dominant failure mechanisms that
occur in today’s disk drives [20]. The contributing factors
include: (a) media imperfections, (b) loose particles caus-
ing media scratches, (c) “high-fly” writes leading to incor-
rect bit patterns on the media, (d) rotational vibration, (e)
read/write head hitting a bump or media, and (f) off-track
reads or writes. Other factors including design, manufactur-
ing, and operational environment can have a great impact on
disk drive reliability. Anderson et al. provide a detailed de-
scription of the differences between nearline and enterprise
class disks and their impact on reliability [2].

We distinguish three mutually exclusive error types.

Latent Sector Errors This error occurs when a particular
disk sector cannot be read or written, or when there
is an uncorrectable ECC error. Any data previously
stored in the sector is lost.

Not-Ready-Condition Errors These errors may imply
that the disk drive is not ready to handle a command
from the host. This error could also indicate that the
disk itself is not accessible. They are often resolved by
waiting and retrying.

Recovered Errors These “errors” are returned by disks
when an access to a sector required disk-level retry or
error-correction to retrieve the data. Although the op-
eration completed successfully and returned the data,
they may serve as a warning.

The disk interface identifies each error type by a specific
error code. For example, upon discovering a latent sector
error during a read or write operation, the Small Computer
Systems Interface (SCSI) returns status code Check con-
dition with the sense key Medium error (0x03), specifying
medium error as the reason why the last read or write com-
mand failed [23]. Similar mechanisms and error codes exist
for nearline drives.



2.3 Recovery Mechanisms
Before reporting media access errors, disks typically per-

form error correction with multiple retries of a given opera-
tion. Additionally, after a (configurable) number of unsuc-
cessful retries, disk drives can automatically re-map failed
writes to spare sectors. More precisely, an LBN is reassigned
from the failed sector to a spare sector, and the content is
written to that new location. Nearline disks typically per-
form re-mapping automatically, while enterprise class disks
can be configured to allow system software to perform the
re-mapping on demand. Sparing and re-mapping can only
occur on detected write errors; read errors require higher-
level mechanisms such as RAID reconstruction to obtain the
lost data. Different disks may have different algorithms for
recovery. Some are more “programmable” than others; e.g.,
enterprise class disks generally allow finer control over re-
tries and re-mapping.

2.4 Terminology
We use the following terms in the remaining sections.

Disk class Enterprise class or nearline disk drives with re-
spectively Fibre Channel and ATA interfaces.

Disk family A particular disk drive product. The same
product (and hence a disk family) may be offered in
different capacities.

Disk model The combination of a disk family and a par-
ticular disk size. Note that this term does not imply
an analytical or simulation model.

Disk age The amount of time a disk has been in the field
since its ship date, rather than the manufacture date.
In practice these these two values are typically within
a month of each other.

Error disk This term is used to refer to a disk drive that
has at least one latent sector error.

3. STORAGE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We analyze data from production storage systems installed

at many customer sites. We now briefly describe our system
architecture, focusing on error handling policies and detec-
tion mechanisms for latent sector errors. In the rest of the
paper, we refer to this storage system as our system. In
general, we gather data from a variety of different NetApp
Filers running our Data ONTAPT M software [10].

3.1 Storage Software Stack
At a high level, the software stack of our system is com-

posed of three layers: the WAFLT M file system, the RAID
layer, and the storage layer. The file system layer processes
client requests by issuing read and write operations to the
RAID layer. The RAID layer transforms the file system re-
quests into disk logical block requests and issues them to
the storage layer, which includes a set of customized device
drivers. The RAID layer also generates parity for writes and
reconstructs data after failures. The storage layer communi-
cates with physical disks using the SCSI command set [23].

The storage layer writes checksum information along with
each file system data block. For enterprise class disks, our
system uses 520-byte sectors. Thus, a 4-KB file system block
is stored along with 64-bytes of checksum in eight 520-byte
sectors. For nearline disks, we use the default 512-byte sec-
tors and collocate several checksums into a separate sector.

The storage layer also handles various disk errors includ-
ing latent sector errors, transport errors, recovered errors,
and not-ready-condition errors. Individual disk drives are
housed in storage shelves connected to the CPU complex
through two independent Fibre Channel (FC) loops. Near-
line drives use hardware attachments to convert the ATA
interface to the Fibre Channel protocol. Hence, our system
views them as FC drives, but can distinguish them by their
model names provided by the SCSI Inquiry command.

3.2 Error Handling
Latent sector error handling depends on the type of disk

request and the type of disk. For enterprise class disks, the
storage layer re-maps the bad sector to a spare sector. If
the request is a write, the storage layer re-issues the write
to the re-mapped sector. If the request is a verify or a read,
the RAID layer reconstructs the sector and passes it to the
storage layer for rewrite. It is important to note that such
system-level remapping or RAID reconstruction and recov-
ery is not counted as a recovered error; the term recovered
error denotes only disk drive-level recovery (i.e., errors re-
covered internally by the drive). For nearline disks, sector
re-mapping on failed writes is automatically performed by
the disk and not reported to the storage layer. Our system
handles read and verify errors in the same fashion for both
nearline and enterprise class drives.

Our storage systems use proprietary heuristics for de-
termining when to fail a disk drive. These heuristics are
threshold-based and take into account the time between la-
tent sector errors, as well as the total number of latent sector
errors encountered. Other systems use similar heuristics to
predict disk failures based on observed errors; e.g., Linux
systems often use SMART [1]. Our study enables us to tune
the thresholds used to predict disk failures.

Similar to latent sector errors, our systems proactively re-
map sectors associated with recovered errors. Proprietary
heuristics are used to fail disks that may have experienced
too many recovered errors. The storage layer handles not-
ready-condition errors by retrying the operation a few times.
If these efforts fail, the data is reconstructed by the RAID
layer from parity.

3.3 Proactive Error Detection
Our storage system periodically scrubs all disks as a proac-

tive measure to detect latent sector errors and corruption
errors. Two types of scrubs are performed – media scrubs
and data scrubs.

Media scrubs use a SCSI Verify command to validate
a disk sector’s integrity. This command performs an ECC
check of the sector’s content from within the disk without
transferring data to the storage layer. On failure, the com-
mand returns a latent sector error. The storage layer per-
forms media scrubs continuously in the background, with the
rate of scrub adjusted so as not to impact foreground per-
formance. Media scrubs typically complete within 2 weeks.

A data scrub is primarily used to detect data corruption.
This scrub issues read operations for each disk sector, com-
putes a checksum over its data, compares the checksum to
the on-disk 8-byte checksum, and reconstructs the sector
from other disks in the RAID group if the checksum com-
parison fails. Latent sector errors discovered by data scrubs
appear as read errors.



4. ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

4.1 Data Collection
Our storage system has a built-in, low-overhead mecha-

nism to log important system events back to a central reposi-
tory. These messages can be enabled for a variety of system
events including disk errors. These logs allow customized
support based on observed events. Not all customers en-
able logging, although a large percentage do. Those that
do, sometimes do so only after some period of initial use.
We studied disk failure data in our database for a period
of 32 months starting in January 2004. This left us with
a substantial sample of 1.53 million disk drives of 14 disk
families and 30 distinct models for our study.

4.2 Limitations
Before disks are shipped, they undergo rigorous testing

both in-house and by the disk vendor. This testing elimi-
nates disks that would have shown up in our data as highly
error prone. Latent sector errors found during testing are
not reflected in this study. Sectors with detected errors are
automatically re-mapped through low-level formatting be-
fore they are shipped.

For a variety of reasons, disks may be removed from the
system. Our study includes those disks up to the point
of their removal from the system. Therefore, we may not
observe errors from otherwise error prone disks after some
period of time.

Nearline disks automatically perform sector reassignment
for latent sector errors; see Section 3.2. Thus, latent sector
errors encountered during writes for this class of disks are
not propagated beyond the disk and nearline error rates do
not reflect these write errors.

Our study of error rate observations reflects lower bounds.
Other disk error studies, of which we are aware, suffer from
these same limitations.

4.3 Sample Selection
We constrained our sample to disks for which we had a

complete history in the logs. This provides us with the full
sample of 1.53 million disks.

To derive statistically significant results, we often further
constrain the sample set depending on the analyses being
performed. For example, we sometimes use shorter time
periods for our analyses so as to maximize the number of
models we can study; clearly not all disk families and mod-
els have been in the field for the same duration. The disk
model samples we consider may have one of the following
constraints:

1. Model has at least 1000 disks in the field for time pe-
riod being considered

2. Model has at least 1000 disks in the field and at least
50 error disks for time being considered

In addition to these general constraints, our samples may be
conditioned on exhibiting some number of errors or of being
a certain age. We also disregard the very few “outlier” disks
(0.2% of error disks) with more than 1000 errors to avoid
the skew caused by these numbers.

We usually present data for individual disk models, how-
ever, we sometimes report averages (mean values) for near-
line disks and enterprise class disks. Since the sample size
for different disk models per disk class varies considerably,

we weigh the average by the sample size of each disk model
in the respective class.

5. RESULTS
This section presents the results of our analysis of latent

sector errors. First, we present some basic data on latent
sector errors collected over 32 months from disk drives in
the field. Second, we analyze the impact of various factors
that affect the occurrence of latent sector errors. Third, we
analyze properties and characteristics of latent sector errors.
Fourth, we examine the distribution of latent sector errors
across different request types. Finally, we discuss correla-
tions between latent sector errors and other disk errors.

5.1 Conventions
We denote each disk drive model as 〈family-type〉. For

anonymization purposes, family is a single letter represent-
ing the disk family (e.g., Seagate Cheetah 10k.7) and type
is a single number representing the disk’s particular capac-
ity. Although capacities are anonymized to a single number,
relative sizes within a family are ordered by the number rep-
resenting the capacity. For example, n-2 is larger than n-1,
and n-3 is larger than both n-1 and n-2. The anonymized ca-
pacities do not allow comparisons across disk families. Typ-
ically, disks in the same family only differ in the number of
platters and/or read/write heads [19]. Disk families from
A to E (upper case letters) are nearline disk families, while
families from f to o (lower case letters) are enterprise class
disk families. Thus, the number of disks in our study, N ,
can be expressed as

N =
o

X

F=A

NF

where NF is the number of disks in the sample of a particular
disk family F . In our case, F = {A, . . . , E, f, . . . , o}. Note
that NF is the sum of the number of disks for each model
in the family. We use the term NM to denote the number
of disks in the sample of a disk model.

We present most data as the probability of developing x
latent sector errors for a particular sample of disk drives and
use the shorthand notation P (XT ≥ L) for describing the
probability of a disk developing at least L latent sector errors
within T months since the disk’s first use in the field. We use
E(XT ) to refer to the mean number of latent sector errors
developed within T months since first use. More precisely,
we could express our probability as P (X ≥ L|t ≤ T ∧NM ≥
y), of errors that occur within time T for a single disk in
our sample belonging to disk model M . The disk has been
in the field for at least T months and has at least y units in
the field for that time period. However, this notation would
make it quite cumbersome to read the text and hence we
use our shorthand notation.

5.2 General Observations
In our entire sample of 1.53 million, we find 53, 820 (3.45%)

disks develop one or more latent sector errors over the pe-
riod of 32 months. For error disks (disks with at least one
error), the median number of errors per disk is three. How-
ever, the mode is one error (30% of the error disks). Only
0.2% of error disks had more than 1000 errors per disk. Ig-
noring these “outlier” disks, the mean number of errors per
error disk is 19.7.
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Figure 1: Impact of disk age. The probability that a disk develops latent sector errors as it ages is shown. Note that the
probability is cumulative. Also, note that the y-axis scale is different for the two graphs.

Observation 1. Enterprise class disks are less likely to
develop latent sector errors than nearline disks.

Overall, we found that nearline disks and enterprise class
disks exhibit different behavior with respect to latent sector
errors; about 8.5% of all nearline disks are affected by latent
sector errors while only 1.9% of all enterprise class disks are
affected. Therefore, most of our subsequent analyses break
down results by disk class.

Looking at disks of the same age, we find that 3.15% of
nearline disks and 1.46% of enterprise class disks develop at
least one latent sector error within twelve months of their
ship date. This sample includes 200, 408 nearline disks (56%
of all nearline disks in our study) across 6 disk models and
715, 033 enterprise class disks (61% of all enterprise class
disks in our study) across 23 disk models. Using our nota-
tion, these numbers can be represented as P (X12 ≥ 1). We
present more detail about error rates as a function of time
in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.4.3.

5.3 Factors
We now explore the impact of two factors on latent sector

errors: the age of a disk drive, and its size.

5.3.1 Disk Drive Age
We study how the age of the disk drives affects (a) the

fraction of disks that develop latent sector errors, and (b)
the fraction of sectors that develop errors.

Figure 1 presents the fraction of disks that develop at least
one latent sector error within a given period of time since
each disk’s first use. As described earlier, we include only
disk models with at least 1000 units in the field (NM ≥ 1000)
for the entire 24 month period of this study. Using our
notation, we can express the graph as P (Xt ≥ 1) where,
t={6, 12, 18, 24} months. The same sample of disks is used
for all time periods. The sample includes 68, 380 nearline
disks across three disk models and 264, 939 enterprise class
disks across ten disk models.

As observed in the previous subsection (Observation 1),
we see that nearline disks are more likely to develop latent
sector errors. For example, almost 20% of ‘E-2’ disks experi-
ence latent sector errors within 24 months of their shipping.
On the other hand, only 4% of ‘k-3’ disks, the enterprise

class disk model with the highest error rate, experience la-
tent sector errors in the same time period.

Observation 2. The fraction of disks with latent sec-
tor errors varies significantly across manufacturers and disk
models.

We see from Figure 1 that the fraction of disks with errors at
the end of 24 months could vary from 5% to 20% for near-
line disks. Enterprise class disks also exhibit a significant
variation.

Observation 3. Over twenty four months, the fraction
of nearline disks developing latent sector errors grows far
more rapidly than the fraction of enterprise class disks with
errors.

In the case of enterprise class disks, we observe that the
percentage of disks that have latent sector errors increases
almost linearly with time. Thus, the probability that an
enterprise class disk will develop a latent sector error in a
given six month window is nearly the same within the first
24 months of use. On the other hand, this percentage for
nearline disks increases super-linearly with increasing disk
age. For example, the percentage of ‘E-1’ disks that de-
velop latent sector errors in the time period between 18 and
24 months after shipping is 5.25%, while it is only 2.72%
between 12 and 18 months after shipping. More generally,
(P (Xt+6 ≥ 1) − P (Xt ≥ 1)) > (P (Xt ≥ 1) − P (Xt−6 ≥ 1)),
where t ≤ 24.

Observation 4. Annual sector error rates vary greatly
across disk models but on average are considerably worse
during the second year for nearline disks.

Figure 2 shows the annual sector error rates (ASERs)
computed for the disk models, as well as the cumulative
nearline and enterprise class error rates. The error rates
are for the first and second year of disk use. The sam-
ple covers all drives in the field for 24 months (the same
sample as in Figure 1). The figure can be represented as
E(Xt − Xt−12)/(sectors per disk) for t = {12, 24} months.
Note that the figure does not show error bars since most
disks have 0 errors. For nearline drives the sector error rates
for the second year increase considerably over the first year.
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Figure 2: Annual sector error rates (ASERs). For
each disk model that has been in the field for at least two
years, the first bar represents Year 1 and the second repre-
sents Year 2. The NL and ES bars represent weighted aver-
ages for nearline and enterprise class drives respectively.

However, this is not the case for the enterprise class drives.
About half of the enterprise class models show this trend,
while half do not.

5.3.2 Disk Drive Size
Figure 3(a) shows the fraction of disks with latent sector

errors across the various disk families. For each disk family,
the graph groups the data by disk model (disk capacity).
We restrict the disk families in the graph to those for which
there are at least 1000 disks in the field with an age of at
least 18 months for each disk size. This age maximizes the
number of disk models we can study. Figure 3(a) can be
represented as P (X18 ≥ 1) for different disk models.

Observation 5. We observe that as disk size increases,
the fraction of disks with latent sector errors increases across
all disk models.

We observe the same trend even for those families that did
not satisfy the 1000-disk requirement with the only excep-
tion being disk family ‘l’.

As disk capacity rapidly increases, storage systems will
need to deal with a larger percentage of drives that develop
latent sector errors. However, since many factors contribute
to latent sector errors (see Section 2.2), we cannot draw any
specific conclusion beyond the trend we observe in our data.

Observation 6. The amount of probable data loss due
to latent sector errors per Gigabyte does not increase or de-
crease consistently as disk size increases.

Figure 3(b) presents the average number of latent sector er-
rors per Gigabyte. It can be represented as E(X18)/Capacity.
Interestingly, unlike Figure 3(a), the data does not show a
consistent increase or decrease across disk size for the same
disk family. Thus, we see that a higher fraction of disks
with errors does not imply a greater amount of probable
data loss.

5.4 Characteristics
The studies in this subsection focus on the properties and

characteristics of latent sector errors.

5.4.1 Errors per Error Disk
Figure 4 shows the percentage of error disks that experi-

ence a given number of latent sector errors within a 18 month
period after the ship date. We only include disk models that
satisfy both the 1000 disk and 50 error disk limits. Thus,
we can represent the figure using our notation as the condi-
tional probability P (X18 ≤ x|X18 ≥ 1) for x={1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
10, 20, 50}.

Observation 7. A large fraction of disks with latent sec-
tor errors develop fewer than 50 errors.

The data shows that, on average, 37% of nearline error disks
and 39% of enterprise class error disks have only one error;
i.e., they do not develop any additional latent sector errors
after the first one. Furthermore, over 80% of error disks
have fewer than 50 errors.

Since disk drives typically have thousands of spare sectors
and since failed sectors can be recovered from elsewhere (e.g.
from RAID), it is possible to re-map bad sectors and con-
tinue operation for a large fraction of error disks.

Observation 8. Enterprise class and nearline disks are
equally likely to develop more than one error once they de-
velop their first error. This is in contrast to the very differ-
ent probabilities of enterprise class and nearline disks devel-
oping their first error.

While enterprise class disks seem to be more resilient to la-
tent sector errors in general, enterprise class disks and near-
line disks show similar behavior once they exhibit at least
one latent sector error; compare the Nearline and Enterprise

lines in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b), respectively. Surpris-
ingly, some enterprise class disk models are worse than near-
line disks – a larger percentage of enterprise class error disks
develop many more errors than nearline error disks. How-
ever, one should note that the actual number of latent sector
errors for nearline disks could be somewhat higher (as de-
scribed in Section 4.2).

Observation 9. Latent sector errors are not indepen-
dent of each other. A disk with latent sector errors is more
likely to develop additional latent sector errors than a disk
without a latent sector error.

We find that the occurrence of a latent sector error depends
on previous occurrences of latent sector errors on the same
disk. In particular, we find that the conditional probability
of developing at least 1 additional error in x amount of time
given that the disk has at least 1 error, P (Xt+x ≥ 2|Xt ≥ 1)
is greater than the non-conditional probability of developing
at least 1 error in x amount of time (P (Xt+x ≥ 1) - P (Xt ≥
1)). For example, P (X18 ≥ 2|X12 ≥ 1) = 0.671, which is
much greater than (P (X18 ≥ 1) - P (X12 ≥ 1)) = 0.018.

5.4.2 Address Space Locality
The spatial locality of errors is often considered in the

design of various existing file systems. For example, the
original Fast File System (FFS) creates redundant copies of
the superblock, spatially distributed, to protect against the
loss of a disk head or multiple media errors on the same
track or cylinder [9]. However, a recent study of file system
robustness [14] found that IBM’s Journaling File System
(JFS) stores superblock copies close to each other in the
logical address space, possibly exposing it to loss of both
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Figure 3: The impact of disk size. (a) Fraction of disks with at least one latent sector error within 18 months of shipping
to the field. (b) Average number of latent sector errors per GB observed within 18 months of shipping to the field.
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copies. Likewise, ReiserFS places its log across a contiguous
set of logical blocks [15]. Multiple latent sector errors in the
log area may render the file system unusable.

Today, disk drives use a block-based interface (e.g., SCSI
or ATA) that obfuscates physical block locations through
complicated mapping schemes [16]. This limits file systems
to use logical block locality unless more detailed informa-
tion can be derived [13]. Since file system designers often
make assumptions about spatial locality at the logical block
level, we explore whether latent sector errors exhibit spa-
tial locality at the logical level, referred to as address space
locality.

Figure 5 presents the fraction of latent sector errors that
have at least one other latent sector error occurring within
a given radius, for disks with at least 2 errors and at most
10 errors. An upper bound of 10 errors is used in order
to avoid skew introduced by disks with a large number of
errors; note, the median number of errors for error disks
is 3. Since address space locality is time-invariant as long
as the number of errors is bounded, our sample includes
all disks irrespective of their time in the field. We only
include disk models that have at least 1000 total disks and
50 error disks with between 2 and 10 errors for the entire
32 months. We can express the data in our notation as
P (Xr

t ≥ 1|2 ≤ Xt ≤ 10) with no specific restriction on time
(0 < t < 32), where Xr is the number of other latent sector
errors in the interval 〈a− r, a + r〉 centered around sector a;
sector a contains a latent sector error.

Observation 10. There is significant locality in the oc-
currence of latent sector errors across logical sector addresses.

Figure 5 shows that for most disk models the probability
of other latent sector errors within a 10 MB radius of an
existing error is 0.5. In fact, the probability is more than 0.6
for many models. Additionally, for many disk models, the
probability increases significantly between radii of 100 KB
and 1 MB. This suggests a coarse correlation between the
logical and physical block space. However, we note that the
observed address space locality is not perfect and may not be
as correlated as system designers believe. Finally, we note
that the probability varies considerably across disk models.

Figure 6 presents the mean value of Xr (Xr is the same
as above) for different disk models. This figure provides an
insight into how errors typically cluster together. For most
models, the average number of other errors within a 10 MB
radius of a latent sector error is more than 1; for some models
it is as high as 2.5. When Figures 5 and 6 are compared, we
see that a higher probability of a spatially local error does
not necessarily imply a higher average number of spatially
local errors. For example, for a 10 MB radius, ‘g-2’ has a
higher probability of a spatially local error than ‘l-3’, but
‘l-3’ has more spatially local errors than ‘g-2’ on average.

5.4.3 Temporal Behavior
Another interesting characteristic of latent sector errors

is their temporal behavior. We study temporal behavior in
two ways: temporal locality and decay. Temporal locality
is a study of how “bursty” latent sector errors are. This
is useful for setting various time-based thresholds used to
determine when a disk should be failed. We study temporal
locality by measuring the inter-arrival rate of errors. Decay
is a study of the time taken to develop e additional latent
sector errors since the first latent sector error.

Figure 7 shows the percentage of latent sector errors that
arrive within x minutes of the preceding error. The arrival-
rates are binned by minute. We only include disk models
that satisfy both the 1000-disk and 50 error disk limits. The
figure can be represented as P (Xt+x ≥ k + 1|Xt = k) for
0 < k ≤ 1000, and 0 < t < 32 and 1 ≤ x ≤ 1e + 06.

Observation 11. All disk models exhibit high temporal
locality of latent sector errors.

Depending upon the model, between 40%-80% of errors ar-
rive within one minute of the previous error. As can be
seen, the arrival-rate distributions have very long tails. The
observed locality implies that the errors are detected close
in time (even though they may have developed long before
they were detected). However, in our system due to scrub-
bing, there is typically only a short lag time between the
occurrence and the discovery of an error. Thus, errors that
develop at different times (e.g., a month apart) are likely to
be detected at different times. It is likely that the observed
temporal locality implies actual temporal locality.

Figure 8 presents the fraction of disks that develop at
least e additional errors within a given time period since the
discovery of the first error, for nearline and enterprise class
disk classes. We use disks that developed the first error at
least 6 months before the end of the study. Both nearline
and enterprise class disk classes had at least 10,000 eligible
units. The figure can be represented as P (Xt+x ≥ e+1|Xt =
1) for x = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, e = {1, 5, 10, 25, 50}, 0 < t < 26.

Observation 12. Disks that develop errors beyond the
first error see most of the additional errors within one month
after the first error.

First, we see that for 54.8% of nearline error disks and 62.0%
of enterprise class error disks, at least one additional error is
developed within one month of the first ever error. Second,
there is a significant probability (nearline: 0.05, enterprise
class: 0.10) that a disk with one error will develop 50 ad-
ditional errors within one month of the first error. Third,
we observe that the fraction of disks with one error that de-
velop at least e more errors does not increase significantly
with disk age for most values of e. Most of the additional
errors develop within 1 month of the first error. Interest-
ingly, this behavior is even more pronounced for enterprise
class disks than for nearline disks. Finally, comparing the
numbers across the two graphs, we observe that surpris-
ingly enterprise class disks in general have a higher fraction
of disks with one error that develop additional errors within
a given period of time, the only exception being for e = 1.

5.5 Request Type Analysis
We now turn our attention to the manner in which latent

sector errors are discovered by our system. Ideally, a stor-
age system would pro-actively detect errors (e.g., through
periodic scrubbing) before a user-initiated request. Sector
errors detected early can be recovered from RAID-style data
reconstruction and re-mapped to a new sector. Proactive
detection of latent sector errors reduces the likelihood of
“double-failures” in a RAID system [4].

Figure 9 presents the percentage of latent sector errors
that are discovered by read, write and verify operations. In
our system, read and write operations are issued in order
to satisfy user or file system requests. Verify operations are
issued by the media scrubber; see Section 3.3. We restrict
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Figure 6: Count of spatially-local errors. The figure presents the mean number of other latent sector errors within a
given radius (neighbors) of an existing error. The data uses only disks with 2 to 10 latent sector errors, thus limiting the
maximum value possible to 9.
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Figure 9: Request type analysis. The distribution of
requests that fail due to latent sector errors across the re-
quest types read, write and verify.

models to those with at least 1000 disks in the field with at
least 50 error disks in the entire 32 month study period.

Observation 13. Disk scrubbing detects a large percent-
age of observed latent sector errors.

The data shows that for many disk models, a high percent-
age of requests that experience a latent sector error are ver-
ify operations. On average, 86.6% of all latent sector errors
in nearline disks and 61.5% of latent sector errors in enter-
prise class disks are discovered by verify operations, while
reads discover 13.4% of errors in nearline disks and 19.1%
of errors in enterprise class disks, and writes discover 0%
of errors in nearline disks and 19.3% of errors in enterprise
class disks. This demonstrates that the method in which our
systems perform media scrubbing is useful for discovering
errors. Note, since nearline disks automatically and trans-
parently perform sector reassignment, disk writes in these
systems do not report latent sector errors (see Section 4.2).

While verify operations discover a widely varying propor-
tion of latent sector errors across disk models, on average
77.4% of all errors are detected by verify requests across all
disk models. We speculate that the differences we observe
are in part due to the different workloads our systems which
different disk models experience.

5.6 Correlations
We now explore whether disks that exhibit latent sector

errors also exhibit other kinds of errors. Specifically, we
consider recovered errors and not-ready-condition errors.

5.6.1 Recovered Errors
As discussed in Section 2.2, recovered errors are errors

that a disk drive encounters when accessing sectors and is
able to recover from them through a combination of retries
and error-correcting codes (ECC). Latent sector errors occur
when such disk drive-level recovery fails. Our error logs
contain recovered errors returned by enterprise class disks.
We found that 52971 enterprise class disks exhibited at least
one recovered errors (4.5% of enterprise class disks) over the
period of 32 months (P (Yt ≥ 1) = 0.045, where Y is the
number of recovered errors returned by a disk).

Observation 14. There is a high correlation between la-
tent sector errors and recovered errors for enterprise class
disks.

Interestingly, despite the fact that we observed latent sec-
tor errors in less than 2% of enterprise class disks (P (Xt ≥ 1)
< 0.02), the conditional probability of getting a latent sector
error given that it experienced a recovered error is 13 times
higher (P (Xt ≥ 1|Yt ≥ 1) = 0.26). This suggests that the
two kinds of errors are not independent.

Switching the variables X and Y , P (Yt ≥ 1|Xt ≥ 1) of ob-
serving recovered errors on a disk, given that it has a latent
sector error is 0.63; i.e., 63% of enterprise class disks affected
by latent sector errors also produced recovered errors. This
probability varies from 0.20 to 0.78 across models.

5.6.2 Not-Ready-Condition Errors
As discussed in Section 2, a not-ready-condition error is

an error during which the disk is not available to respond
to requests. We found that 13% of nearline disks and 1%
of enterprise class disks encountered not-ready-condition er-
rors. Thus, with no specific restriction on time (0 < t < 32),
P (Zt ≥ 1) = 0.13 for nearline disks, where Z is the number
of not-ready-condition errors returned by a disk.

Observation 15. There is a high correlation between la-
tent sector errors and not-ready-condition errors for nearline
disks.

The conditional probability, P (Xt ≥ 1|Zt ≥ 1), of ob-
serving a latent sector error, given that the disk had a not-
ready-condition error, is 0.38. This value is much higher
than the probability of a latent sector error for a nearline
disk (P (Xt ≥ 1) = 0.085). Thus, it is highly likely that the
two kinds of errors are not independent. We did not see a
similar correlation in the case of enterprise class disks where
P (Xt ≥ 1|Zt ≥ 1) = 0.014 and P (Xt ≥ 1) = 0.019.

6. TRENDS AND APPLICATIONS
The previous section presented our data according to var-

ious metrics and conditions. In this section, we interpret
our data to extrapolate trends and methods for more robust
design of disk-based storage systems.

6.1 Error Distribution
The probability of a failure of a unit is the basis for re-

liability prediction. In our context, we define a failure to
be the occurrence of a latent sector error; when such an er-
ror occurs, the given request fails. However, this error is
not fatal. Thanks to other mechanisms (e.g., spare sector
re-mapping or reconstruction of the missing data from the
parity in a RAID group), the system can in most cases re-
cover and continue normal operation.

Figure 10 shows the probability of a latent sector error
occurring on a given day since being shipped to the field.
We use the same sample study as in Section 5.4.1. The
light-gray line shows the probability at each day, the solid
line is a 6th degree polynomial interpolation.

We notice that initially only a very latent sector errors are
developed. Then, a rapid increase occurs for a period of up
to about 50 days. For the enterprise class disks, this initial
period is followed by a steady rate, whereas the rate for the
nearline disks accelerates.
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Figure 10: The distribution of observed latent sector errors per day. The graphs show the fraction of errors that
were observed on a given day out of the total number of errors observed over a 18 month period. The solid line is a sixth
degree polynomial interpolation to make the trend more visible.

6.2 Error Detection
Given that only 3.45% of disks in our study ever developed

a latent sector error, we believe that detecting errors through
a low priority background scrubbing process is sufficient.
Indeed, our data shows that over 60% of all latent sector
errors are discovered by the media scrubbing process, which
scans the entire surface of the media at least once every two
weeks. This convinces us that media scrubbing is effective
in discovering problems that may result in data loss.

6.3 RAID Repair
As seen in Figure 4, the probability of a latent sector er-

ror arriving within one minute of another is over 0.4 and
in many cases over 0.6. Hence, we suggest the following
data structure and bi-modal process for disk reconstruction.
For clarity, we assume a single-erasure-tolerant code (e.g.,
RAID-5) with r disks and base our conclusions on the ob-
servations from the data in Figures 1 and 7.

For each disk drive, a storage system keeps its age, the la-
tent sector error count, and the time of the last encountered
error. Once a disk fails, the disk repair process consults these
statistics. If the remaining r − 1 disks (in the RAID group)
are less than one year old and have not encountered any pre-
vious errors, the repair can progress at a normal pace that
minimizes the impact on the foreground workload. This can
be done without compromising the MTTDL due to a com-
plete failure of another disk within the expected repair time.
If the disks are over 1 year old or if at least one of the r − 1
experienced a failure within the last 1000 minutes, the repair
process should proceed at an accelerated pace.

Our definition of normal and accelerated pace is subjec-
tive. It depends on, among others, the storage system’s
workload and the expected service level objectives (SLO).

7. PREVIOUS WORK
There have been very few large scale studies of disk faults.

A recent study by Schroeder and Gibson [17] analyzed data
involving the failure of about 70,000 disks over a period of
five years and found that the failure rate increases over time.
Our rate of observed latent sector errors is similar to their
reported disk replacement rates. They also found that error

rates are not constant with disk age. There are three key
differences between their study and ours: the size of the disk
pool, the length of the study, and the focus on the analysis
of latent sector errors rather than on disk replacements.

Another recent study by Pinheiro et al. [12] analyzed
SMART data associated with more than 100,000 disks taken
over a nine month period. Using this data they determined
correlations between environmental and usage factors and
failures. Similar to us, they also found that the annualized
failure rate (AFR) is significantly higher for drives older
than one year. They also found a high-correlation between
the first error and a later drive failure.

Elerath and Shah performed reliability analyses on field
failure data resulting from a large pool (hundreds of thou-
sands) of enterprise class disk drives [6, 19, 20]. They found
that i) disk drive reliability is highly dependent on the model
and ii) different drive failure mechanisms dominate at differ-
ent points within the drive’s lifespan [19, 20]. They found
that a variety of factors, some completely independent of
drive model (e.g., environmental factors such as heat and
duty cycle), greatly impact actual disk drive reliability [6].
The data we have collected gives no indication as to how the
latent sector errors occurred, thus we cannot examine corre-
lations between these errors and environmental conditions.

Baker et al. examined the consequences of long-term dig-
ital storage [4]. They developed a reliability model that
incorporates latent faults, correlated faults, and the detec-
tion time of latent faults. They found that it is critical to
detect latent faults as soon as possible so that repair is fast,
cheap, and reliable. The results of our study help quantify
how aggressive repair ought to be to prevent data loss.

Gray and van Ingen performed a large number of read-
write cycles on a small set of SATA disk drives attached to
a small number of machines [7]. Over the period reported
on, they observed thirty uncorrectable read errors propa-
gated outside of the disk. Of these, only three were visible
to the user. In their experience, disk errors were not the
dominant source of system outages. They also found that
when an uncorrectable read error occurs, there are typically
many more uncorrectable read errors that follow. Similarly,
Talagala found that SCSI disk drives were among the most
reliable system components [22]. While SCSI disk drives had



1.9% failure rate over an 18 month period, IDE disk drives
had a failure rate of 25% over the same period.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The presented analysis of latent sector errors reveals many

interesting aspects of such errors especially when comparing
the trends between nearline and enterprise class disks. Al-
though not surprising, we did not expect to see such high
degree of temporal locality between successive latent sector
error occurrences. Likewise, we did not expect to see that
the vast majority of disks developed relatively few errors
during the period of 32 months. Even these few errors can
cause significant data loss if not detected proactively. How-
ever, disk scrubbing appears to be beneficial and can help
reduce the mean time to data loss. We believe the trends and
observations from this data are significant and will help us
build more reliable systems in the future. Future work could
study the dependence on operating environment, workload,
etc., the correlation with complete disk failures, and the
probable data loss under different system configurations.
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